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Beliefs as a construct has been recei\ing increasing attention
largely because beliefs are purported to form an important psychological guide to action by way of moti\'ational or intentional force

~,~1t:
l.U,'
eft,

(D'Andrade 1992; Lightfoot and \"alsiner 1992; ylcGillicuddyDe Lisi 1985; Quinn and Holland 1987; Sigel 1985; Strauss 1992).
However, the belief-behavior connection, according to Sigel, has
encountered some difficulties-namelv,
that a one-to-one corre-

C(!!
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.'

spondence between beliefs aI:ld beha,i~rs is too simplistic in that it
does not consider the "mental steps leading to the expression of
intended action" (1985:346). On the other hand, Sigel also argues,

-\:()!:
(:1.',
CI.:

"the consequence of that intention- action-lends ll)ore credence
to the significance of beliefs as guides or determin~hts of actions"
(1985:346). Thus, the construct of beliefs compris,s an important,
although complex, relation to beha\iors that necessitates further

Cl1'.:
or

study.
1-:lIu"~3(3):3~8-35-1.(:opvl;ght ~ 19'J5.c\nleJ;CanAntllropological.'\";';()cialion.
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In the study of childrearing, McGillicuddy-De Lisi (1985) has
argued that parental beliefs pla~' a vel}' important role in child
outcomes. Too often in understanding the interrelationships
among parental beliefs, parental practices, and child outcomes,
only the parental practices are regarded as ha\ing an effect on the
child. McGillicudd~'-De Lisi has demonstrated that beliefs may also
have an effect on child outcomes, in addition to their indirect effect
of beliefs as translated into parental practices. In particular, she
stresses that much of the influence of parental beliefs may not be
evidenced in direct obser\'ations of interactions bet\\'een parent
and child and, in fact, may be more e\ident in the organization of
the home. Also, for the most part, beliefs are often communicated
in a vel}' subtle manner that cannot be directly obser\'ed-beliefs
have a more cumulativeeffect "over a long histol}' of interactions \\ith
the child in countless contexts" (McGillicudd~"-De Iisi 1985:8).
In addition, as Goodnow and Collins (1990) have also stressed,
the stud~' of the nature of parents' ideas or beliefs may be particularly informative as these ideas are not onl~' about children but also
about parents and the relationship of the "family." These ideas
encompass a range of concerns about the needs of children,
contributions of heredity, and the \\-a~.children change over time,
as well as the joys and difficulties of parenting, the value of ad\ice,
the obligations of family members to one another, and the \\-ay
family members are linked to the communi~'. Thus, not only the
effects of paten ts' beliefs, but also the exact nature of these beliefs,
constitute an important influence on the parent-child interaction.
Other researchers (D'Andrade 1992; Harkness and Super 1992;
Lightfoot and \Talsiner 1992; Quinn and Holland 198i; Strauss
1992; Valsiner 1988) have also emphasized the need to address the
sourceof parents' beliefs, emphasizing the role of culture~\vith
culture described b)' Lightfoot and Valsiner as "a heterogeneous
entity that entails a variety of meanings, cultural models, and their
encodings in the physical environment" (1992:393). Child de\'elopment is viewed as a product of what Lightfoot and \Talsiner
(1992) and \Talsiner (1988) label "societal culture" or "collective
culture." These researchers distinguish societal culture from personal culture, or that which takes place in the psychological domains of indi\idual persons and represents the internalization of
experiences in the sphere of social transacUon. Societal or collective culture, on the other hand, refers to the structural organization;
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of social norms, rituals, conduct rules, and meaning systems that
are shared by individuals belonging to a specific ethnically homogeneous group.
This "structtlral organization" of meaning s~'stemshas often been
referred to as "ethnotheories," "cognitive schemas," or "cultural
models" and has been defined as "presupposed, taken-for-granted
models of the world that are widely shared b~' the members of a
society and that play an enormous role in their understanding of
that world and their behavior in it" (Quinn and Holland 1987:4).
StratlSS(1992) emphasizes that these cultural models ha\'e motivational force because they not only describe the \\'orld btlt also set
forth goals. However, the directive force of these culttlral models
is dependent upon the degree to \\'hich they are internalized by the
indi\idual-recognized
in Valsiner's idea of "personal culture,"
described above. In other words, not all Parts of a culture or not all
cultural models are held by people in the same \\.ay or to the same
degree. O'Andrade (1992) points out, referring to Spiro's conceptualizations of internalization, that at the first level, a person may
simply be acquainted with some part of the cultural system \..ithout
necessarily assenting to it; at the second level, cultural beliefs are
acquired more as cliches, honoring the directive force. but more
...tlO!
In breach than In observance. The thIrd level represents the degree
to \\.hich the cultural belief system is internalized; and the fourth
level, the degree not only to which the cultural system is internalize~, bu~ also is highly sali~nt-th~ ex:;nt t,hat "it enga~~s not ~nly
theIr mInds but also theIr emotions (0 _.\ndrade, Clung SpIro,

A'i (
havt' ;
demc)'

1992:37).
Cultural models of the "self' have received a great deal of

atl'

attention by researchers in anthropology and. more recently, in
p~.chology. Psychologists have just begun to recognize that their
~ie\v of "human nature" is largely dominated by a Western perspec-

~t~'
m

tive of the person defined as independent. self-contained, and
atltonomous (Markus and Kitavama 1991). This restricted \ie\vmay

.\1:

not capture many non-Weste~ conceptions of the indi\idua\ (i.e.,
the person viewed in terms of his or her relations to others, or the

b~
l;

"person in relationships"). On the other hand, anthropologists
ha~.eaccepted for quite some time that this more indi\idualistic
\iew of the self has been rather 1i~ited in that it represents some\vh~\t of an " 'eo-ocentric' redtlctionist view of the individual-in0

society" (Hollan 1992:284).
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As developmental psychologists, Markus and Kitayama (1991)
have re\riewed a number of different studies that they believe
demonstrate the cogniti\'e, emotional, and moti\'ational consequences for tl10se who hold the "independent" \riew of the self
(refer to the left-hand portion of Table 1). According to them,
",restern indi\;duals particularl)' stress attending to the self",rith the
self defined in terms of internal attributes (i.e., psychological
attributes or generalizable traits) that remain fairly stable across
situations or relations ",;th others. On. the other hand, Markus and
Kitayama have also pro\rided a re\ie\,. of the consequences for those
who hold a more "interdependent"
or sociocentric vie",' of the
person (refer to the right-hand portion of Table 1). They stress that
.:..siansemphasize an interdependence be~"een the self and other
\,ith the self defined in terms of beha\iors that are more context
specific (i.e., based on particular situations, rules of interpersonal'
conduct, or roles in interpersonal relations). Although within both
cultural groups there appears to be some variabilil)' in the extent
to \,.hich the cultural ideal is apparent, Markus and Kitayama
believe that these cultural distinctions for the concepts of self are
quite predominant in the areas of cognition, emotion, and motiva-

tion.
This cultural model of "interdependence" is also echoed in
Hsu's (1971) concept of jen. Specificall~', interpersonal transactions
are the core of the meaning of jen and represent an alternative to
the "'estern idea of"personali~'." \\'ith this concept the nature of
the indi\ridual's beha\rior is not seen as an expression of internal
attributes or the "indi\;duals' mental qualities" but rather as a
reflection of ho\,' the beha\ior fits or fails to fit the interpersonal
standards of the socie~' or culture. len, then, emphasizes the
interpersonal transactions rather than the person's psyche.
This article \,ill examine the extent to which beliefs or ideas
invol\;ng parenting reflect such cultural models of the self described
b~'these independent-interdependent
distinctions. In other words:
Do these cultural models have a directive force that is apparent in
the personal beliefs that mothers, in particular, hold about parenting or childrearing? This article \,ill then report the childrearing
perspectives or beliefs of t\,'O different cultural groups of mothers,
immigrant Chinese (in the United States) and European American, to determine the extent to which an identifiable pattern or
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beha\;()r related to specific context

!

2. Describe perS()nacc()rding t() internal
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higher SES (i.e., either they or their husbands held protessional/white-collar occupations) and very well educated, \vith at
least a bachelor's degree (the mean number of years of education
was 16.58). AJI spoke English. Their children were preschool aged,
ranging from t\\'o to five ~'ears, \\ith a mean of 3.72 years- There
were 25 girls and 23 boys.

I,.

Fiftyrecruited
Europeanfrom
.~erican
of atleast
thirdLos
generation
were
variousmothers
preschools
in thetheWest
Angeles

i
i

area. However, their mean number of years of education (17.76)
was significantl)' higher than the Chinese mothers (t = 2,64, df = 1,
99, P = .01), although there was no significant difference between
both groups on the father's mean number of years of education (p
= .32). Their children ranged in age from two to five years, \\rith a

f,'",
Cc. ',:;!C",
- '"

:
I

mean of 3.88 years, not significantly different from the Chinese
children (p = .36). The num hers of European American girls and
I
boys (26 and 24, respecti\-ely) were very close to the Chinese
.numbers,
also a nonsignificant difference (p = .27).
The difference in years of education reflects the fact that this is
an immigrant sample (i.e., immigrants to the United States t.rpically
have lower education level'i than those born here), In addition,
Chinese males still have hi~her education levels than Chinese
I,:
females
(indicated in
byfather',
the fa(:.t
thatber
there
were no
significant ethnicgroup differences
rlum
of ~'ears
of education).
Thus,
among Chinese immigrant \\-rJmen,the mothers in this study were
some of the most educated,ju'it as the European American mothers
in this study were some th(: rfJosteducated nonimmigrant women.
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Mothers were intervie\\"er; face-to-face and were presented with
the specific questions, "\\ h<11.
is your \lew of childrearing? What do
you think is important for rai'iingchildren~"Analysis of the content
of each mother's response v.-a.'i
done so that overall topical themes
could be derived for each <:thnic group- The researcher rc\riewed
each mother's response, Q(:tcrmining the actual wording used

I
I
I

along \\rith how each word ',-.-as
elaborctted (i,e., the variations or
interpretations given to sp(:r_ific",'ords) -Themes were creat(~d from
either explicit ",'ording or ':::~(:similarities in the interpretation or
meaning implied
th(: .'.;(Jrding
(crJnceptual
similarity).
although
many of from
the them'::,
""ere based
on explicit
wording, Thus,
such

.:
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I
I

.
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as "self-esteem" or "self-confidence," there were some themes that
consisted of variations in wording invol\;ng the same general idea.
For instance. the first category for the European American mothers
included a number of specific wordings all applied to the general
idea of providing emotional love or support to the child: providing
the child with "consistency" and "love," a "secure base" or "home
base," "being there for them," "listening to the child," and "appre-

=
EIII'
~~,
"
~.::

ciating the child for who he or she is." At least seven mothers had
to use the same wording in order to be listed as a wording category

3(

and included in each theme. \\nen one mother's response contained content for more than one theme, each theme was counted
separately. Thus, the percentages given below represent the rate of

I

each
theme
out group.
of the Intotal
number
of mothers
\,ithin
each
particular
ethnic
addition,
w;thin
each theme
the rates

.)

of each of the specific wording categories are also presented.
Intercoder agreement be~'.een the researcher and a coder who
''"as blind to the differences as ,,"ell as the ethnicitv of the mothers
,,.ascalculated separately for each of the themes as ,,'ell as for each
of the specific wordings categories. The calculations were based on
one-third of the sample (31 total. 15 Chinese and 16 European
.-\rnericans). The percentage agreements for each theme ranged
from .84 to 1.00 (mean = .94). The percentage agreements for each
specific wording category ranged from .87 to 1.00 (mean = .97).

FI~DI~GS
THE EUROPE.-\.,,-A.vlERIC-\."
\ lEW OF CHILDR£-\RI~G
In comparison with the Chinese responses, the European .-\merican responses were longer. They often included more elaboration
of their thoughts and sometimes included more themes. The
mothers' reSponses can be summarized around nine general
themes, with each theme listed in order according to the degree
or frequency of occurrence (refer to the left-hand portion of Table

2).
(1) Provilling Consistenl.Y,[nconditional Love, and a Loving, Secure
Environment. The European .-\rnerican mothers mentioned at least
one of the following: the importance of the mother's providing
consistency in terms of being the caretaker and not working,
providing discipline, struCtllre or expectations, or pro\;ding a
stl"tlCtllred schedule concerning e;.\ting. nappillg. and bedtime
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an ,'\nlerican mothers

A~IIc:RI(~,,!'; ",-"II I~I~II(;R,,!,;T <:Hl!';Ic:"'f M()THIc:R.o;

Immi

I"3m Chinest' molhers

I, Pro\iding consisten~'.lo\'e:
making tht' child feel safe

I, Lo\ing tht' child or fostering
a good relationship \\'ith tht' child

2, Building the child's self-esteem
or self-confidence

:!, \ 'aluing educarion for the child

3. Crearing an en\ironmem
learning and exploring

3. Stressing combination of obedience
and respect "ith tlJe child's making

for

choices
4.lnsrilling \'alues (respecting others.
\-alue of monf:\' and "'orkj

4, Teaching respect for others

5. Processing feelings "ith the child
(getringin touch "ith feelings.
labeling and arricularing them to

5, Fostering goodper,;onality. ability
to get along \,ith others. and
adaptabj]j£\

others)
6. Stressing independence
indi\idualism

and

6, Insrilling good moral character
(good judgement. honest\. good

person
i. Pro\iding a .child-cemereden\ironmem and a de.'elopmental
appreciation of the child

i, Teaching child to be independem
or self-reliant

8. Stressing importance offamil.
and communit\

S, :\1aintaining Lhinese culture

9. Ha\ing fun "ith child. making the
child's life enjoyable

i\'uv: Listed in order according to the frequenc.

that each "a~ stressed.

(48% stressed at least one of these); being there for them, making
them feel loved, or letting them know the~' are first or very important to the parents' li\'es (24%); providing a lo\'ing, secure environment or "home base" (24%); or listening to them and
understanding them (10%).
This area was vel}' much tied to the next area of building
self-esteem, and both reflect the independent construal of the self.
These mothers believed in the importance of pro\iding children
\'-ith love and support for the purpose ofbuilding their self-esteem
or making them feel good about u1emselves.~lothers believed that
high self-esteem would provide children \,ith the foundation for
them to get all their needs met. Thus, the kind of love and support
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offered was not for fostering closeness between the mother and
child per se (i.e., to foster their relationship). Instead, this maternal
love and support was primarily offered to bolster the child's confidence to go out into the world to explore his or her o\vn interests
and achie\'ements, reflecting an independent
view of the self.
(2) Building the Child'\" .Self-Esteem.Building the child's self-esteem
or "sense of self' was a childrearing
aim that strongly differentiated
the European Americans from the Chinese. Only 8 percent of the
Chinese mothers mentioned this, compared with 64 percent of the
European American mothers. As mentioned earlier, often the idea
of self-esteem was defined as the foundation
for happiness or the
full potential of life. .-\5 one mother described it:

"
"'"
...

[That] you like yourself, \-alueyourself as an individual; that your feelings about
yourself are more important to you than the judgments of others. ..[is] the
foundation for happiness in life; if you have a strong self-esteem~.oucan live up
to your full"potential in relationships,future family, education, career,evef\"thing.
ICsthe foundation; \\ithout it ~"ou're10SL
Mothers said the:. tf\" to build children's self-esteem by being very
nurturing
and patient. alwa}.s encouraging and reinforcing
their
ideas and thoughts, and, at all costs, avoiding any negative comments or criticisms, looking instead for opportunities
to praise
( 40% mentioned at least one of these things). Mothers also stressed
that when they do use punishment,
they try to "separate the
behavior from the child's ego" ("hat these mothers described as
unconditional
love). In other \,.ords, while the beha~ior may be
regarded as "bad,'" the child is not. and his or her "self' is therefore
always loved and accepted.
With this area, European .-\merican mothers conveyed ideas or
perspectives that are directly related to the independent
construal
of the self. Parents tI".'.to help children feel good about themselves
and to value themsel\.es as indi\iduals.
Indeed, Markus and Kitayama stress that indi\iduals
\,ith an independent
perspecti~.e of
the self are particularl~. predisposed to enhancing themselves or
their view of themselves,

resulting

in what Markus

and Kita~'ama

label a "pen-asive self-sen-ing bias" (1991 :242).
(3) Creating an Environment for Learning and Exploration. Creating
an environment
for learning or exploring \vas also stressed by 29
mothers (58%). Ho\,.ever, their descriptions
of this en~ironment
did not ent..'lil the importance
of academics or education per se,
but rather a more global idea of learning. This learning en\iron-

.,'ii.;;'
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a \"ariety of different experiences (i of29); and valuing reading (6
of29). One mother combined all aspects:

I
I
I
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men t \\'asfostered primarily through four different means: promoling creati\rit,'. and exploration (12 of29 mothers said this); pro\riding a stimulating home en\ironment (4 of 29); exposing them to

I

,
"
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Create a good learning environment bv having tl1ingsavailable to learn ',;th and
e>.-plore.A\ailabili~', but it's not n~~essarilythe most expensivet,hingslike Nil1ja
Turtle, ormotor-dnven gadgets.Its Important to read,and there sawhole gamut
of books out there.
\lso, an exposure to as man, elements that are age-appropriate as possible,like museumsfor children, pla\'Sfor her age, hiking, camping.

Other mothers simply mentioned "pro\iding a stimulating en\rironment \\ith lots of opportunities for exploring and learning,"
This third area of pro\iding the child \\ith a creative and stimulating learning en\ironment does not directly relate to the construals of the self but instead reflects the influences of cognitive
and developmental pS}'cholog:-'in the l"nited States,This childrearing theme is quite related to what Hess and Holloway (1984)
describe as the "facilitati\'e model," ,o\ccording to them, the facilitative model is the most current theoretical perspective adhered to
b:' many ,I\merican cogniti\'e and developmental psychologists,
\\'ith the facilitative model, parents are regarded as having some
role in the child's learning process, although indirect. Hess and
Holloway explain:
It emphasizesthe active role that th~ voung child plays in organizing the fa',. data
of the en\ironment to develop educationallv useful skills. ...Parents facilitate
these processes.pro\iding the ra\, materia] of experience that is needed for
cognitive gro\\w and helping th~ child acquir~ executive cognitive strategiesfor
sol\ing problems. [1984:194]
..

European American mothers, therefore, appear to be in tune \\;th
the current trends of cognitive and developmental psychology.

'

(4) Instilling values Suchas Respect,Value of "'toney, Work, and
.,
,

Responsibility.Twent)'-nine mothers (58%) also stressed that they
tI"\'to teach their children values. Ho\,.ever, eight were quite vague
about what they meant b~' values and just said "values," "getting
back to traditional values," or "ha\ing good values" without being
more specific, There were some, however, who mentioned one or
a combination of less global references such as respecting others
and being polite and considerate of others' feelings (11 of29); not
being materialistic or indulgen t of children by giving them too

I

I
~
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much (5 of 29); or lcarning the value of \~.ork, responsibili~' for
something such as household chores, or "looking out" for their
siblings (5 of 29), Some mothers specifically criticized the more
affluent lifestyles of some families in Los Angeles:
We have sort of lost the\'alues that I thought\..ere reall\'goodfrommyupbringing,
:'-iowit's the ytlPPy Los Angeles, have a lot of money and spend a lot, and because
of that we spend a lot, , , , We're tr:-ing to slow that do\\'n, , , , We're tl'};ng to give
them things they need as opposed to things the\" \\'ant all the time. To give them
an understanding of what things cost and \\'here things come from.

'"

Many of the explanations involved in this theme of instilling
values may indicate a concern for the self in relation to others, or
the interdependent construal of the self. This desire may be a

;
,

reaction to the perceived lack of values in their own society, especially with valuing others. Specifically, these mothers expressed that
there is too much emphasis on material things within the more
affluent Los Angeles communities and not enough regard for
human relations or the quali~' of human relations. Therefore, they
perhaps may have stressed "going back to a sense of ..-alues" or the
need for more "traditional values" because of a certain void created
from this afIluent lifes~ie, These mothers may also feel that the
more "traditional" European .-\merican \.alues do stressmore interdependency.
(5) ProcessingFeelingsand Emotional Honesi)'. Processing feelings
with the child was another childrearing theme that especially
differentiated the European .-\merican mothers from the Chinese-while 40 percent of the European .-\mericans endorsed this,
no Chinese mothers did. One aspect of processing feelings involved helping children to be aware of their own feelings and to
identify or label them "as sources of information for themselves."
However, mothers often also insisted on the verbal expression of
these feelings when children were in conflict ,vith each other:
;
\
I
~
1
~

[This] involves stopping something bet1\'een kids and ~mal~'zingwhat's going on.
Letting kids e\'altlate their feelings, t..lk about their feelings, get their feelings
out, You know, "It solmds like \"ou.re angf\': it sounds like vou're hurt: it sounds
like you don't \\';\nt thaL" Encou~\ging them to talk ~\bO\ltwhat their feelings are.
.,. Empowering them to take charge of their feelings ~md be able to ., , s..v
without intef\'ention wh~\t she \\-;mts ~md ho\\' she \\'ants it if she doesn't like

t
j
t

dcalingwith somt.,thing. Dealing\\;th conflict. like \\;th bo~'shitting her, te~\ching
her ho\.. lo sa.v something inste~\d of hitting or PIL..hing or \\'hatever, or ~:'-io, I
don.t like th~lt." ...Or ~lppropri~\te good stuff ~1S
\\'ell: ~llike something, I \\'~\nt
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to do more of S(1mething,n
.., Teachingthem ho\,' to interveneon behalf of
themselves,
This fifth theme vel"). strongl~' reflects the "independent" construal of the self because it specificall~. focuses on the inner sL:'ltes
of the individual (the child's a\\'areness of his or her own innn
emotionsand feelings). These mothers are tt:ing to teach children to
be, as Markus and Kitayama put it, "experts in the expression and
experience of th~ir o\\'n emotions" (1991:235). This expertise is
fostered by getting children to label or put into \vords their emotions, and then to articulate these emotions to others. Thus, as
these mothers ha\.e stressed, their paramount concern is to help
children to conve~.or articulate their oumemotions and feelings so
that ultimatel~.the~. can "get their needs met." In contrast, mothers
do not discuss the importance of the child's de\'eloping skills for
understanding others'needs and emotions or for listening to what
others need or feel. Instead, European .-\merican children learn to
expect that others should understand and listen to their individual
needs.
(6) Independence:Emphasi:ing the Child as an Individual. This
aspect of independence emphasized the child's indi\criduality and
self-expression and did not emphasize the Chinese idea of self-reliance, discussed later. Thirt:'-eight percent of the mothers talked
about the importance of fostering independence. One mother
stated, "Independent-to
do things on her own and question
things. ..enjoy the freedom that a five-year old can have in
exploring the world. ..and tr:'ing to Jet her come to some of her
own conclusions." Other mothers also described independence as
"my child breaking away from me, breaking away on his own" or as
"choosing what she want,; to do or doesn't want to do, or how to be
v.rith
Within
people."
this area, mothers reiterated the importance

of the

child's individuality, freedom, and separateness from the parents,
not only in action, but in thought. This depiction ofindependence
highlights t~e distinctnessof the indi\idual and, therefore, explicitly:
reflects the Independent construal of the self.
(7) TIw Child-CenteredOrientation and Developmentall:Jerspective.
Another aspect of European American childrearing involved the
"child-centered" or "developmental" perspective, v.rith 24 percent
of the mothers stressing this, .-\5one mother expressed about her
1

home:
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\\"e'rereal.chilll-(:enlered.Wehavea ho\lSeholdfor the child, like in the house
the...cancilmb onlhe nlrnilure, cando \\-hatthe:-\\-antin the li\ing room, and,
the y-ardis setupjust for them"The en\ironmentistheirs.Vacationsare theirs,
andwe takethe kidswith usa lot and havefamilvoutin"".
'
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In addition, mothers also expressed a developmental appreciation of the child, trying to intcract \\ith the child at their "developmental" or "age appropriate" le\.el. One mother explained this very

I"
'j
ii

clearly:

r

\\'e are child-oriented.\\"e do not treat her asa miniahue adult. but we try lo
appreciatewhatdevelopmentallevelshe'sat and to respectthat. \\'e tr:-.to gear
the activitiesof the familyaroundherand whatherneedsandabilitiesare at any
givenpoint in time,:";otthatshecontrolsthe famil:.orrunsthefamil:".\\"e respect
"'here sheis developmentally...and sortof orient the familvaround that.

!i
f

,

.explanation
t
I
;
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This developmental and child-centered emphasis relates some\\'hat more indirectly to the independent self: the child's actions
are motivated and understood in terms of a general "developmental" framework that emphasizes the specific inner-attributes of each
child (cognitive, emotional, and p~'chological); this appreciation
or understanding of the child also involves recognizing the child
as an individual by stressing "where each child is in the developmental process."
(8) TheImportance of the Communi!).and theFami~" ["nit. About 20
percent of the mothers also stressed the importance of the child's
ha,ing a sense of family and/ or communit:": "I \\'ant to gi\'e my child
a sense of her community like famil~-and extended famil~". To know
~'our place on the planet, globall~', and in the famil~. unit. To
communicate what we do and don't do, and who \\'e are." This
of the importance of famil~. appears to reflect a concern for the child's knowing his or her own identit:. through the
context of the family or communit:'-in
other \\'ords, through his
or her relations \\ith others. Because many of these mothers also
mentioned that this sense of famil~' and communit:. is missing in
today's society, perhaps this concern represents a recognition of
the isolation of the indi\ridual. Thus, although this concern for
familv and community was not \\idelv endorsed or valued, this area
appe~rs to indicate a desire for a mo~e in terdependen t perspective.
(9) Having Fun with the Chilli. "\[llking the Child's Life Fun. About
I -1percent of the mothers stressed that they tI)' to make .-;ure they
provide their children \vith a fun and eI1jo~-ablelife. One mother
described this as ~riving them a pre.-;sure-free life:

I

~
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I tn' to be a lot of fun, The mosl importal1\ thing is 10 ha\'c fun \,'iIh ~'our childrcn,
and not take e,e~'tlling too seriousl" , , .I hasicall, likc them 10have alo\"-pressure. el1.io,able life. A fun life. 1 \,'ould like Ihem 10 be able to look back on their
upbringing and to sa, we just had a lot of fun \,;th mom and dad, To lead a
pressure-free life as much as possible,

i
I
i
!
I

The purpose of "making the child's life fun" is veT)' similar to the
first area of providing the child \,ith love and support-both
are
related to the more independent conslI"ual of the self. This fun is
not for fostering a relationship beh"een mother and child per se
but to offer the child a certain t)'Pe of en\ironment so that the child
can feel good. Thus, the parent's role is to provide a life for the
child \,ith the least amount of constraints so the child can be free
to pursue his or her own ideas and. ultimately, happiness. In the
first area mothers "'ant the child to feel good about himself, while
in this area mothers want the child to feel good about his life. With
both cases there is a focus on the hexperience" of the individual
child, not of his or her relations to others.

I
!

TH£ CHI~ES£\'1£\" OF CHILDRL-\RING

I

.AJIof the intef\iews \,ith the Chinese were conducted in English.
The Chinese mothers' childrearing beliefs can be summarized into
eight different themes, \,ith each theme listed in order according
to frequen~' of occurrence (refer to the right-hand portion of

I
.,
i

Table 2).
I

II'
I
i
!
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(1) iWentioningLove and SacriflCe:Fosteringa Good Relationshipwith
the Child. Chinese mothers mentioned some aspect of a close
mother-child relationship or love. Twel\'e explicitly mentioned the
word "lo\'e" or a "loving relationship." Other mothers described

I

aspectsof this relationship, such as talking and listening to children
(10 mothers), being their friend (5 mothers), or "'an ti ng them to
be happy (14 mothers). ~10thers mostl)' stressed that if they talk
and ]isten to their children now, \,'hen they are young, when they
are older their children \,ill continue to want to talk with their
mothers and, it is hoped, seek them for help and guidance. Often,
the mothers also described their high investment in the child and
their sacrifice and devotion (19 mothers). As one mother said:
1 intend to do more things for the kids than 1 should, Chinese mothers prepare
e,e~"thing for the kids and are o,erprott:cti,e, The, do more things than the~'
actual I, do for tht:msel,es. hul I r<:ad in a book thaI the~' may act\1ally be depri,ing
the kids the pri\ilege of being independent. \f~' mother arranged everything; she

...

I
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even carried my violin caseto m~'mllSic lessons. Thev sacrifice e\'erythin~ ...
giving up their own time. and e\'en their own entertainment. ..all for the kids.
.-\merican mothers have their O\ffi time. the\' go out on their O\'in.have their O\\"ll
interests, social life. and 5.'lveroom for themseh'es....Frien(ls try to askme to a
picnic or out to lunch or coffee. but if it conflicts \\ith the kids' schedules. I \\;11
give it up ...but I do try to have some time for self-improvement or sa\ing time
for myself.
I\mericans leave their child to a bab~~itterjust for going out and
do not feel gllilty. If I had to \\'ork or something seriouslike Ih.at. then I don't feel
guilty. ...Americans leave the child for a concert or mo\ie and they think il'S
part of ordinary life, but I hate lOdo that.
0..,

.'"'-"
"-

i

As also stressed by the European .-\merican mothers, the Chinese
mothers felt that pro\iding
love and making the child feel loved

I

were very important.

.

However, the Chinese emphasis on this aspect

of mothering
was quite different
than the European American
emphasis: the Chinese mothers talked at great length about lo\ing
the child and showing the child :'ou love him or her for the goal
or desire of fostering a ver:' close relationship
\'with the child and
for the continuity of this close relationship as the child grows older;
the European American mothers stressed this because the~. \,anted
to build or foster the child's self-esteem. The Chinese mothers also
mentioned
that they want the child to be happy so they read. play,
and listen to the child, again to foster a happy relationship as ,\.ell
as to make the child feel happy. The stress placed on this relationship implies a value for more harmonious
relations bet\veen
mother and child. The Chinese mothers also stressed \\'hat thev do
or sacrifice for the child that also is a reflection of an interdep~nd-

;, .:
c~:'::.;j~'~i;:':

ent perspective. Specificall:', the:. defined their relationship
\~ith
the child in terms of their "caretaker role"-a
role that especially
emphasizes devotion and self-sacrifice (part of a contextuall~' based
\iew of the self).
(2) The Importance of Education. ~Ian~' mothers emphasized the
importance
of pro\iding
their children \~ith a good education.
Most said they try to teach the \-alue of education for the child's
future (i.e., for getting a good job, ha\ing a good career. or being
successful in general) .These mothers felt they have a responsibility
not only to ensure their children are educated but to ensure they

:
~

i

attend the best schools. The:. stressed that the:' \~ill payor do
whatever it takes for the child to attend these good schools. Out of
a total of 48 responses, 33 (69% ) of them st..lted that education was
very important
for their children. However. 16 of these qualified
thi~ by ~ayin~ that they don't \,~nt to push or expect 100much.
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This area ma~' also be a j'ef1ection of the interdependent or
sociocentric \ie\," of the selfbccausc this area implies a concern for
the family as well as the larger socie~'. "-\ttaining a good education
is also regarded as the necessaf\' requisite to being a successful,
contributin~ L member of societ\..
Chinese children are also ex.
pected to do well in school in order to flu fiI I their role obligations
to the famil~'. ""ith this identical sample of mothers, I also found
that Chinese.mothers believed that their children do well in school
because of the value placed on the famil~" (Chao, in press). They
explained that Chinese culture has traditionally emphasized that
achie\ing academic excellence is the primary \"aY for a child to
honor his or her famil~Tand do well for the family. Indeed, Markus
and Kita~'ama differentiate the sociau."oriented achievement m<r
tive of the Chinese, in which "the indi\idual perseveres to fulfill the
expectations of others" (1991 :241 ). This family-motivated achievement is found to be reflective of cultures that \'alue familialism and
filial piet)".
(3) Balance of Choiceswith Obedienceand Parental &sped. Twentyse\'enmothers (56%) also mentioned the importance of obedience
and respect for parents while letting the child have choices, or
offering "a balance of the t\,.O." ~Ian~' felt that today's generation
of Chinese mothers ",ill explain and reason with the child but ",ill
still punish him or her if the~' have to. -~ one mother put it, "I try
to have the child be as obedient as possible but I also try to have
the child understand why." Other mothers also talked about the
traditional value of children respecting or honoring parents and
other famil~. members such as grandparents, aunts, and uncles.
This area, therefore, is a core part of the sociocentric or interdependent perspective because it stressesthe child's role obligatjons
to the parents, or, in other words, the chi]d's expected relationship,
to his or her parents. This role or relationship has traditionally
been defined by the precept" of filial piety, or the unquestioned
obedience, honor, and respect of the child to the parents. However, Chinese mothers toda~',especiall~'those who have immigrated
from Taipei, are lookin~ for more of a balance between offering
the child choices, ",.hen possible, while still stressing parental
respect and obedience. )'et even \,ith the more "modem" or current interpretation of filial pie~, children are still expected to
recogt1ize and understand the parent's \\ishes. In other words, they
are not encouraged to just pursue their own desires without con-
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side ring the wishes of the parents. Therefore, Chinese children are
taught to conside~ their relationship to their parents (the interde-

I
I
;

pendent perspective).
(4) Respectand Concern for Other Children ar Others in GeneraL
Another aspect mothers regarded as important for the child \vas to
have respect and concern for other individuals (23 mothers-46%- said this). One mother described this as "teaching kids how
to love." This involved sho\ving them how to share toys or food and
not being envious of other children. Many mothers also stressed
politeness toward others.

I
.I

"-,
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(5) A Good Personality and Adaptability. This stress placed on
politeness is also related to another concern for the child to have
a good personality, make a lot of friends, and be adaptable (20

I
;

mothers--42%-said
this). These mothers said they would try to
teach the child to be nice to others; as one mother stressed, "I like
that my child can make the best of \vhat is given to her by being
adaptable, having a pleasant character, and kno\ving ho\\' to respect
people and herself" Other mothers stressed that they \\'ant the
child to have closer relations \..ith others so they foster this by
bringing the child eve~,,\'here \\ith them, including shopping,
visiting friends, and attending social gatherings.
(6) Good Character, l\tIorals, and Ethics. Fourteen mothers (29%)
expressed the importance of teaching their children "to have good
morals," or "to know right from \Vfong," and "to have a good
character." Some explained that they were Christians and wanted
to teach ,their children Christian morals, the Christian faith, or

i

,~

"religion." Other mothers mentioned specific characteristics such
as "being responsible or developing a sense of responsibility for
themselves," "being honest." "not having bad friends" (i.e., friends
that do drugs or are loud or dir~'), or not lying, stealing. or being
violent.
The fourth, fifth, and sixth areas are quite related to each other
and are very tied to the sociocentric vie\v of personhood through
their emphasis on "harmonious relationships." For instance, with
the fourth area, respect and concern for others, mothers wanted
to teach their children "humanistic" ideals such as how to love
others, rather than just how to relate to others or learn about
others. The fifth area (having a good personality. being adaptable.
and having a pleasant character) involves characteristics that are
likely to promoteharmonious interactions and relations \\;th others.
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The sixth ar~a ~f good character. mol"als, al~d ethi~s involves mort~
proscrIptIons for proper conduct (I.e., being an upright
indi\idual and not transgressing against onc's fellow man). These
proscriptions ensure harmonious transactions among indi\;duals
in the lnrger societybeyond the kin group.
(i) Imponanceof Independence,or Se?fReliance.The importance of
fostering independence in the child was stressed by 10 of the
mothers (21 %). Ho\"ever. this independence did not entirely seem
to involve the European .-\merican idea of indi\riduality, as discussed earlier, but rather the idea of self-reliance. The Chinese
mothers felt that since the~' are in another country and are therefore not as kno\'1edgeable about the skills necessary to succeed, the
child needs to be more active and independent: """hen I came to
the United States I had to learn on m~' own, and I really grew up. I
\,ill guide m~' daughter, but not overprotect her. Let her go out on
her O\ffi and learn herself and not smother her." A second v.-av
other mothers described self-reliance involved the child's learning
specific skills such as grooming. keeping house, and ultimatel~'
learning general life skills.
This area .of ind~pen~ence or self-reliance d?es not ~irectl~.
stressthe soclocentn.c or Inter~ependent perspecu:es. Speclfi.cally,
man~' mothers menuoned the Importance of fostenng self-rehance
as a reaction to being in the Lnited States. On the other hand,
other mothers who did not mention the United States nonetheless
still stressed the idea that children must learn some things on their
O\ffi or from their O\ffi experiences. Ho\"ever, their descriptions of
"independence" did not indicate that the child must "break away"
or do his or her ov.'n thing, totall~' ~eparatefrom the famil}', such as
the more indi\idualistic interpretation of "independence" given by
the European .-\.rnericanmothers. In fact, teaching self-reliance in
children is still vel"}'tied to the interdependent construal of the self.
Specifically, in Chinese society, indi\iduals are expected to know
hov.' to take care of themselves and to have the life skills to become
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successful and useful persons. Self-reliance is fostered in children
so the~' may gro\,' up to be contributing members of the family and

I
i

societ)'-an inextricable part of the interdependent \;ew of personhood.
(8) l\1aintainingChine~e Culture. Ten mothers (21 %) also stressed

i
I
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~hat they~"ant to "~1aintain the Ch.inese cul~ure" b~ having the ch~ld
Involved In the ChInese communlt)', speakIng ChInese to the chIld
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in the home, scnding them to Chinese schools and also back to
Taiwan, and teaching them "the Chinese \\'aY." Some mothers said
they want their children to learn they are from a different background and to be proud of it: "I al\\'a~.stell my child you are Chinese
no matter where you are born."
This area is clearly a reaction to living in the United States and
thus is not a reflection of the influences of the self-construals. These
Chinese mothers may feel a certain tension or difficulty in trying
to raise their children with some of the values of their O\ffi culture
while living in the United States and being influenced by American
culture. However, this concern involves a more "group-related"
(i.e., an ethnic or cultural identity) that is consistent
with the idea of interdependence (i.e, the self as part of a group).

CO~CLl.SIONS
CE~TR-\L FE.-\.
Tt:RES REFLEcrI~G THE
Ct:LTt:R-\L ~IODELS OF THE SELF

The differences in childrearing beliefs bet\veen the Chinese
mothers and the European .-\rnerican mothers appear to be similar
to the cultural differences purported (ylarkus and Kita~.ama 1991)
in their construals of the self. Ho\\"ever, rather than onl~. reflecting
the construals or views of the self. many of the European American
views of childrearing may also be tied to the larger influence of the
~orth .~erican psycholo~. movement in the United States. The
third area, creating an en~ironment for learning and exploring, is
an.example of this. Specific~Il~., stres~i~g cre~ti~ity an~ the "f~cilitaUve" role of the parents (I.e., pro\ldmg a 'sumulaung enVIronment") are strong reflections of the theoretical models and
findings of developmental ps~.chology (e.g., the facilitative model
described by Hess and Hollo\\"a~.1984). Furthermore. man~.of their
appreciations or views of the child involved what the mothers
themselves labeled a "developmental appreciation." These mothers also talked about their more "child-centered" approach having
to do \vith providing an en\ironment for the child that directly
supports their developing needs.
Harkness et al. (1992). in their study of parents' theories of child
beha\ior and development. found that the .'-'melican parents
(from the Boston area) stressed t\\"0 main areas, "independence"
and the idea of"st;.\ge~." The use of these t\vo ideas were also quite~
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interrelated-\\;th
the idea of "stages" defined as "frequcntly occurring beha\'iors that seem to function as prototypical event
sequences" (1992: 177) .These event sequences are used to explai n
beha\;ors that, on the surface, may seem quite unrelated but may
be linked to each other in terms of parents' perception of the
underlying moti\'ation (e.g., the child's need for independence).
These behaviors are also linked b). the mere fact that they represent
more problematicbeha\;ors for the parents. Therefore, in order to
make some sense out of these seemingl~. spurious and difficult-tohandle child beha\;ors, parents recast them in a more positive
light, as part of the parent's desired goals for the child, primarily
invol\;ng independence.
A second major influence of ~orth .-\merican psycholog)' upon
the childrearing beliefs of European .-\merican mothers invol\'es
the psychotherap~' mo\'ement. The use of p~'chotherapy has become very popular in the t;nited States, so much so that the
"psychotherap~' process" has even permeated ho\\Tadults relate to
or communicate \\;th children. Specifically, in the fifth area, involving processing feelings, European .A,.rnericanmothers often played
the role of psychotherapist in dealing \\;th their children's conflicts. That is, during the child's emotional outbursts or conflicts
\\rith others, including the mothers themsel\.es, the mothers would
attempt to intercede and help the child first to experience or "get
in touch \\;th" his or her feelings, identif). or label these feelings,
and then articulate these feelings or needs to others. Thus,just as
\\rith the psychotherapy process, there is the supposition that indi\riduals must be adept at experiencing and articulating their emotions in order to understand the needs associated with these
emotions. Therefore, man)' of their interactions with the child
incorporate the rudiments of the ps~'chotherapy approach. Over-

'

all, many of the distinctive elements of their childrearing beliefs
reflect this broader North AInerican "psychology."
On the other hand, many of the Chinese mothers' childrearing
beliefs emphasize the individual in relation to others. In fact, only
the eighth at"ea,independerlce or self-reliance, appears to be more
reflective of an indi\ridualistic or independent view of the self.
However, a more "Chinese" appreciation or interpretation of self-i
reliance underscores the relation of the indi\;dual to others, such!
as the family and the larger society. In general, the central features
of their childrearing beliefs involve mDrethan an interrelatedness
I

!
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among individuals: Chinese mothers qualify that they desire a
harmonio'lL5in terrelatedness.
Hsu's (1981) comparisons of the Chinese child's world to that..
of the European American child's emphasize that Chinese children experience a highly involved and predetermined social world.
For instance, Hsu explains that the American emphasis on indi\idual choice extends even to the kin group:
I
i
l
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[The] American's relationship \\ith other members of her kin group is strictly
dependent upon individual preference. The American must see early in life that
a powerful force composed of man. aspectsr.>findi~idl"'1lchoice-making operates
to create, maintain, or cancel out interpersonal relationships. [1981 :88]

I:

Chinese children, on the other hand, learn "to see the world as a

I.

I

network of relationships" (Hsu 1981:88). Hsu also points out that
Chinese children not only are required to submit to their parents,
but also their social world is decided for them and consists of the
parents and siblings as '\iell a.~the extended famil;.. kin. Furthermore,Hsu also stresses that the Chinese child is intimately involved
,~ith the adult's \vorld. Contrat-;.' to the often separate distinctions
or boundaries benveen the .-\merican parent's world and the
child's, the Chinese child is not s'heltered from the everyday events
and realities of the famil~. and what goes on \vith the parents, and
is expected to participate in the parents' social gatherings and
other functions.
This type of very close and highly involved nen\.ork of parent and
kin-group relationships presupposes a need for harmony. Chinese
indi\iduals do not have the choice to just change or cancel out their
relationships with those individuals in their social '\iorld. Therefore, their primary concern ',ould be ho,... to live ,\ith each other's
differences and "get along." Indee!;i, maintaining harmony would
be necessary for the overall goal invol\ing the continuity of the
family or the integrity of the family unit. The famil;.. is the cornerstone of Chinese society and pro\ides the individual ,\ith \vhat Hsu
(19i1) defines as the three basic human needs: sociability, securit}.,
and status.
Thus, the cultural models the self '\iere quite representative of
the different perspectives of childrearing espoused b;.'Chinese and
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European American mothers. For European Americans there is a

I

?roader cul~ur~~l.\dlu~ for"indi\idualism, o~ as Hsu (: 981) has put
It. "rugged IndIvIdualIsm. that places a high premIum on beIng
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self-confident, assertive, and some\,"hat self-sen1ng. Th(~s(' \.alu(~s
promote the at~'linment of the ultimate Am(~rican goal of "scU:'actualization"-stri\1ng
to li\'e up to one's "full potential." As mentioned pre\'iousl~', for the Chinese there is a laI-gcr cultural concern
for harmonious relations \,;th others and for scholarship, These
values are in the service of such cultural goals as the continuity or
integrity of the family unit and the family maintaining it's social
status,
SIMILARrrlES IX THE PRIORmz.-\ TIOX OF CHILDRE.-\RI~G TASKS

For both groups there appears to be some important similarities
invol\ring the ordering or hierarch~" of the themes (refer to Table
2). This hierarchy of themes ma~"represent commonalities in the
tasks that mothers feel the~"must prepare their children for, and
some tasks are afforded higher priorit.'" than others.
Indeed, LeVine presents a broad overview of childrearing customs that emphasize what he labeled "the universal goals of parents
vis-a-\ristheir children" (19ii:20):
.The ph~'sical sur\i\'al and health of the child, including (implicitly) the normal development of her reproductive capacity during pubert.".
.The development of the child's beha\-ioral capacity for economic
self-maintenance in maturit.",
.The de\'elopment of the child's beha\ioral capacities for maxjmizing other cultural values-that is, morality, prestige, wealth,
religious piety, intellectual achie\'ement, personal satisfaction,

,

self-realization-as
formulated and s~'mbolically elaborated in
culturall~' distinctive be1iefs, norms, and ideologies.
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LeVine argues that these three categories would co\'er\vhat parents
in all human populations stressas their parental goals, LeVine also
explains that there is a natural hierarchy among these goals, For
example, the first goal, the health and sun'ival of the child, is likely
to receive the highest priorit.'" because ifit is threatened, then goals
2 and 3 cannot be achie\'ed, Similarl~'. goal 2, the child's own
capacity for eventual economic self-maintenance, is necessary before one can achieve some "capacit." for maximizing other culturdl
goals," goal 3,
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leVine's hierarchy of parental goals may be apparent across the
cultural groups in this study, Ho\,ever. both groups of mothers did
not mention leVine's first category largely because their ph~'sical
health and survival is not being threatened-both
samples are fairly
affluent, and, overall, the standard of li\ing in the l"nited States is
fairly high, so this is not a conscious concern for mostfamilies as
compared with families in other nations,
Instead, both cultural groups of mothers emphasized what may
be considered the emotional needs of the child (i,e" the need for
love and concern), mentioned as the most-emphasized theme.
, However, although both groups share the same childrearing task
or goal, the methods used to achieve these tasks may be defined
differently, For instance, although both groups stressed pro\iding
love or lo,.;ng the child as their first childrearing theme, they had
expressed different purposes as "ell as methods for pro,.;ding love,
leVine's second catego~' or goal, invol\ing behavioral capacities
for economic self-maintenance, appeared to be very important to
the mothers in this study and ",ere mentioned as their next mostemphasized theme, However. again. the methods used to achieve
this goal may differ: Chinese regard education as the avenue to
social mobility, whereas European ..\mericans emphasize self-confidence or self-esteem and a more global idea of learning, stressing
creati,.;ty (see below). Each group of mothers. as their next
childrearing theme, also emphasized other beha\iors in the child
that represent more broad universal \-alues-"hat
Lev'ine calls
"cultural values"-such as concern for others. skills for getting
along with others, and fostering some sense of independence along
\..;th a "group" identity.
Both groups of mothers then seem to share similar childrearing
tasks (refer to Table 3) that follow a specific hierarchy or prioritization: (1) making the child feel loved, (2) building skills for
success, (3) teaching a value for others. (4) teaching skills for
relating to others, (5) fostering independence, and (6) building
some group-related identi~. or roots, In other \,ords. expanding
on leVine's (1977) universal parental goals. the order or prioritization of the childrearing themes for the t\...ogroups of mothers in
this stttdy are represented b~' the abo\'e six task or goal categories.
Both groups expressed. in their first childrearing themes, the
importance of children kno\\ing and feeling that they are loved,
For the second task. both groups of mothers \,ere also \'et con-
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T,\BLE 3
rRI()RI11!,A1l0~

(IF BOTH GR()l'l'"

EuropeaJl.o\rnenC:ln
-

()F ~1()TIWIt"

<:hinese
Making the child feello\ed

1. Pro\iding consistenc\".lo\'e:
making the child feel safe

1. Lo\ing the child or fos(ering
a good relatiOllship
Building skills for success

:!, Building the child's self-esteem
3. Creating an en\ironment for
learning and exploring

:!. "a1uing education for the child

T ear hin? a \-alue for others
4.lnsulling \-alues (respecting other,.
\-alue ofmone:-, and responsibilit\,

3. Stressing combination of obedience
and respect "ith child's making
choices
4. Teaching respect for others

Teaching skill; for relating to others
5. Processing feelings ,,'ith the child
(labeling and articulating feeling,

5. Fostering good personality, abilit\
In get along ,,'ith others and
adaptabilit\.
6. Instilling good moral character
I good judgment. honesl)')

Fo,tering independence
6: Stressing independence

and

i. Teaching child to be independent

indi\idualism
i. PrO\iding a "child-centered"
en\ironment
appreciation

or ~elf-reliant

and a develop menta!
of the child
Building

8. Stressing the importance

some grr)up-related identit) or roots

of the fami]:.

8. ~Iaintaining <:hinese culture

i

and communit)

"'
"-

cemed about building skills for the child to be successful: in their
second childrearing theme, European American mothers felt that
self-esteem was the "foundation" for this success,whereas Chinese
mothers felt that getting a good education was the essential ke~'to
success.European ..:\.mericanmothers also stressed the importance
of learning or a more global idea of learning, which was the next
theme stressed after "building self-esttem."
The third throu!!;"h SiXUlgoals ma~'simpl~' be a furUltr elaboration or specification of 1.t:\ 'ine's third category invol\ring "other
cultural values": the third task prioritization stressed (valut for

;
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t

others)

l
;

childrearing
theme, the fourth theme of instilling
values (i.e.,
respecting others, and the value of money, work, and responsibility), and the third and fourth childrearing
themes of the Chinese
(combination
of obedience and respect, and teaching respect for

~
,
."'"

'"'

i,

is reflected

in the

European

American

mothers'

next

others, respectively). The fourth task of teaching skills for relating
to or dealing with others is reflected in the European American
mothers' fifth childrearing
theme (processing feelings ,vith the
child), and in the fifth and sixth themes for the Chinese (fostering
a good personality/ability
to get along ,..-ith others, and instilling
good moral character, respectivel~.), Then both groups emphasized as the fifth task children's
developing some sense of independence, with the European ,-\merican mothers stressing a more
individualistic
independence
(their sixth theme), and the Chinese
stressing the idea of self-reliance (their seventh theme). The European American mothers in their se\.enth childrearing
theme also
stressed the type of environment
th~t would foster this independence (i.e., a more indi\idual-sensitive,
"child centered," and
"developmentally
oriented" en\-ironment).
.-\5 the final task prioritization, both groups stressed fostering some basis of group identity
(their eighth childrearing
themes): European ,-\rnericans stressed
the importance
of family and community, while Chinese mothers
stressed maintaining
Chinese culture or ethnic identity.
Thus, there appears to be a similar prioritization
of childrearing
tasks that is evident in the hierarch~. of childrearing
themes for both
cultural groups. This prioritization
represents, on a more global
level, commonalities
in the tasks that these mothers regard as
relevant to the young child's development. In effect, this hierarchy
of childrearing
tasks represents an expansion of LeVine's (1977)
universal childrearing
goals by offering further elaboration
of his
third category, invol\ing "other cultural values."
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